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At the end of the 1930s, Wlérick started working with a new model, a young
woman named Odette, known as Dédette. Wlérick drew her regularly and
frequently between 1938 and 1941, as numerous drawings from this period
attest,[1] and he immortalized her in three sculptures:

Dédette[2] standing;
Homage to Baudelaire or Dédette Reclining, Small Version, which is the
one presented here;
and Homage to Baudelaire or Dédette Reclining, Large Version,[3] which
is an enlargement of the small version.

The Homage to Baudelaire is distinguished by its powerful sensuality. This is
usually much more restrained in Wlérick's work, such as in Meditation (1930-
1931) and Rolande (1937-1942), but in this work, the sensuality radiates
outward, omnipresent, almost excessive, made so by Wlérick's rendering of the
generous curves of his model. The title, Homage to Baudelaire, underscores this
aspect: it is truly “luxury, peace, and pleasure” that are the focus here.

So apparently simple and natural, the sculpture nonetheless has a highly
constructed composition. Wlérick chose a posture that has the model half-
sitting and half-reclining, allowing him to create triangles in space, by bending
the limbs, and gentle planes, such as those of the angled head and the front of
the right thigh. This subtle use of geometry moves the gaze along the figure as
the light glides across its surface.



A little before, Wlérick had sculpted Pomone,[4] an official commission for the
staircase of the Chaillot Palace in honor of the 1937 Universal Exhibition. The
pose of that sculpture is very close to that of Dédette Reclining. While Pomone
is distinguished by the distinct orthogonality of its composition and a certain
rigidity that echoes the architecture around it, Homage to Baudelaire is
engaging precisely because of its wonderful freedom and suppleness.

Homage to Baudelaire or Dédette Reclining, Small Version was editioned in
bronze, with ten numbered proofs and two artist's proofs. Wlérick often
numbered his editions in this way. Number 5/10 is in the Fine Arts Museum at
Pau.[5]

Homage to Baudelaire or Dédette Reclining is one of Wlérick's mature works, in
which he expresses the daring of his vision and his mastery of the art. Wlérick
not only excelled in this sitting figure; he also achieved the same level of
perfection in a series of standing figures that he created during the second half
of the 1930s. Assia, done in 1937 by his older colleague Charles Despiau (1874-
1946), quickly became a celebrated work and no doubt incited Wlérick to
explore the possibilities offered by standing figures. That same year, Wlérick
did sketches for Jenny and Rolande (1937-1942) and the following year for
Young Girl, Figure for a Fountain "The Child with a Fish" (1938-1941).[6]
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